DRM
MAKING YOUR CONTENT PROTECTION EASY

VUDRM enables you to stay in control of who watches your content and when. Using our
flexible token generation, you can dynamically issue individual user permissions for one piece
of content, with no need for re-encryption. Device agnostic and with support for Microsoft
PlayReady, Google Widevine, FairPlay Streaming & Adobe Primetime, our solutions are
trusted by broadcasters globally. Supported by all major video players.

DRM FEATURES
> MULTI DRM SUPPORT
Multi-vendor DRM is made simple, with one
single workflow to deliver to multiple devices.
Supporting Microsoft PlayReady, Google
Widevine, FairPlay Streaming and Adobe
Primetime.
> VUDRM TOKENS
Flexible token generation, with tokens that
can be generated by calling out secure Token
Generation API or alternatively by your own
CMS
> SCALABLE, REDUNDANT AND COST
EFFECTIVE
Our fully managed service boasts a scalable
cloud solution that is deployed into multiple
data centers across multiple regions.
> MOBILE SDKs
Mobile SDKs for Android and iOS to enable
playback of DRM content, Widevine for
Android, Fairplay for iOS. VUDRM iOS SDK,
VUDRM Android SDK.

DRM BENEFITS

Unified Streaming also integrating with the
likes of Wowza, AWS Elemental, Comcast
and Azure.

One set of policy parameters that work seamlessly across all DRM
vendors and multiple devices, regardless of DRM technology,
making it a future proof solution.

> CUSTOM STATISTICS
Comes complete with access to detailed
statistics, allowing you to create custom
reports for analysis to track, monitor and
measure your licence counts.

With VUDRM’s flexible tokens you only need to encrypt content
once. The VUDRM token is delivered to the server as part of the
licence request so you can set individual permissions for each user.
Signed VUDRM tokens used to authenticate requests for licences,
are generated on-the-fly to provide greater flexibility.

> HOSTED OR INTEGRATED
We provide fully managed cloud based
licence servers, on premise managed licence
servers and integration with 3rd party licence
servers.
> DRM ENCRYPTION KEYS
API driven key provider service to generate
keys or integrate with your own key service
provider.

Key provision API for generating encryption keys for use in your own
workflows.
Easily integrated with 3rd party entitlement servers such as,
Comcast’s MPX Video Management System.
As a trusted DRM provider, we currently deliver an average of
1,500,000 licence requests per day. Our licence servers are
deployed in Amazon in a multi-region cluster allowing for high
scalability and resilience.

> GEO LOCATION SERVICE
Ability to track your users locations and usage
of VPN and Tor networks, allowing you to
enforce your geolocation restrictions.

> MAJOR STREAMING SERVERS
Fully integrated with major Streaming
Servers. We are the UK Reseller Plus for

We offer a free 30 day VUDRM trial after which, if you want to go
to a paid service, we can convert with ease, without changes to
your configuration.
We have an in-house NOC team who work 24/7 alongside our
Developers, to monitor the VUALTO CONTROL HUB platform and
its encompassing products. This enables us to tackle any potential
issues as they happen, ensuring stable, consistent and highquality streaming for your viewers.
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